
SUSQUEHANNA GROWTH HACKS

INCREASE SALES EFFICIENCY BY 20%+ YOY:
 LEAD RANKING



Over time, it’s normal for many companies to experience decreased sales efficiency because of 
disruption, sales productivity, reduced traffic, and more – but the best companies figure out how to 
overcome theses hurdles and re-accelerate. We have seen companies scrutinizing every dollar  
spent from their sales and marketing budget due to major cost-cutting from the coronavirus down-
turn. In these instances, understanding where your dollars are best spent is critical.  
The secret? Effective lead ranking.

Lead ranking is a method of ranking your leads into tiers based on a variable such as value. With this 
method, companies can know which prospects are A, B, C, or D leads – and thus invest both their 
outbound budget and internal efforts into accounts that will likely be the most high-quality and produce 
increased ROI.

Our aim in this growth hack is to double-click into “Account-Based Marketing in 90 Days,” which has 
a brief overview of “Create the Ideal Customer Profile (ICP).” 

Lead ranking is essentially the process of creating “Your ICP.” With a strong ICP, companies can 
achieve the following benefits:

 

We hope you find this guide useful, and we look forward to your feedback.

ABOUT SGE 
Susquehanna Growth Equity (SGE) is unlike the typical investment model: our firm is backed solely by bootstrapped  

entrepreneurs. This enables us to invest on your timeline and be incredibly flexible in our investment size and structure, as 

well as in how we work with our entrepreneurs. We are consistently partnering with and coaching our entrepreneurs with 

the long game in mind…

When we partner with you, we promise to offer guidance, while not forcing an operational playbook often imposed by our 

peers. We’d love to join you on your journey and be a trusted advisor as you grow your business. If you’re actively raising or 

considering raising capital, we would love to speak with you. Please don’t hesitate to reach out to us at info@sgep.com.

Disclaimer: This publication contains general information and is not intended to be comprehensive nor to provide investment, legal, tax or other 
professional advice or services. This publication is not a substitute for such professional advice or services, and it should not be acted on or relied upon 
or used as a basis for any investment or other decision or action that may affect you or your business. Before taking any such decision, you should 
consult suitability qualified professional advisers. SGE does not serve as your investment, legal, tax or other professional. SGE does not control you 
or the decisions you make with respect to investment, legal, tax or other professional advice. Although reasonable effort has been made to ensure 
the accuracy of the information contained in this publication, this cannot be guaranteed and neither SGE nor any of its subsidiaries or any affiliate 
thereof or other related entity shall have any liability to any person or entity which relies on the information contained in this publication, including 
incidental or consequential damages arising from errors or omissions. Each situation related to these materials is unique and needs individualized 
analysis. Any such reliance is solely at the user’s risk.

•   Prospect into the right accounts to increase win rate

•   Increase average deal size to boost ARR or revenue

•   Sell more products faster to shorten the sales cycle

•    Improve retention by selling to the right customers with 
the greatest need for your product

•    Focus go-to-market investment on informing marketing 
who they should market to, sales who they should focus 
on, and product on which they should spend time

Fit + 
Intent +
Engaged

Your 
ICP

Fit + 
Intent

Fit

TAM
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What is the difference between lead ranking and 
lead scoring?

LEAD RANKING LEAD SCORING

What it tells you Propensity for an account to be a good prospect
Readiness of a specific prospect to buy your 
product or service

Based on Firmographic and technographic traits*
Engagement or activities with you (e.g. white 
paper download, website click, time on 
website, webinars attended, chatbot, etc.)

Use case
Inform marketing/sales where to invest bud-
get and time, especially for outbound efforts

Typically useful at top of the funnel (unless 
tracking individual stakeholders who may 
influence a purchasing decision, especially in 
an enterprise sale) to inform marketing who 
to focus on and pass to sales

Tier types
Distinct buckets that group companies into 
tiers, such as: A, B, C, D

Unique to company, typically any number 
between 0-100 with corresponding actions 
as score increases

How tier changes

Tier should not change unless you discover 
new information that is part of the lead 
ranking calculation/algorithm (e.g. update 
employee count)

Increases as prospect engages with you

These terms are often used interchangeably. To prevent any confusion over semantics, the explanation 
below is an overview of how we differentiate the two processes:

*Firmographic: traits that segment organizations such as location, company size, and industry. Technographic: profiling 
organizations based on technology stack, such as type of HR tech or security tech, used, etc.

We went from all leads created equal – whether you were 
at a 10-person company or an employee at a Fortune 100 
company – to ranking. Since then, we’ve been able to  
score accounts with propensity-based modeling.” 

– JUSTIN HIATT    | VP OF DIGITAL SALES, WORKFRONT

“
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Should we be lead ranking? How do we mature?

We use account ranking to drive focus across the  
go-to-market organization, which is critical given  
how quickly we’re moving as a business.” 

– SUSAN VITALE    | CHIEF MARKETING OFFICER, iCIMS

Our analysis helped us uncover key insights  
that reversed our entire account planning and  
partnership strategy.” 

– BEN TRUEHART    | CHIEF STRATEGY OFFICER, ORDERMYGEAR

“

“
Some basic rules of thumb for knowing whether your company is a good fit for lead ranking:

•   TAM is big enough that you need direction on where to focus your go-to-market efforts

•   Primary driver of sales is outbound (vs. inbound)

•   High degree of variability in conversion, deal size, and sales length across different customer 
profiles or segments
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Should we be lead ranking? How do we mature?

Establishing a lead ranking process – or maturing it – can be daunting. A company can always iterate 
on their methodology, accuracy, data cleanliness, and other dimensions. To better tackle the first 
hurdle of identifying a starting point, we simplified lead ranking maturity along these four primary 
stages. It helps to first understand in which stage where your company falls along the path to maturity:

Reliance on  
Anecdotal Evidence

•   CEO or head of  
sales has an  
idea of ideal  
customer that  
sales executes on

•  No defined process

Codified ICP in CRM

•   Cross-functional 
agreement on  
Ideal Customer  
Profile (ICP) based  
on firmographic  
data in CRM

•   S&M identifies or 
prioritizes prospects 
based on ICP

•   Purchase  
prospect list(s)

Analysis of Internal + 
External Data

•   Analyze data  
(e.g., compare 
attributes of 
customers won) to 
draw correlations

•   Purchase 
technographic  
and/or firmographic 
data to refine  
prospect list

Reliance on Tech  
Stack + Robust Data

•   Use tool that  
identifies + ranks 
customers, refines 
ICP, etc. (e.g., Mintigo, 
Bombora, Everstring)

•   S&M considers 
firmographic, 
technographic,  
intent data in 
prioritization

•   Iterative process

•   Include greenfield  
and cross-sell  
(beyond new)

•   Outbound primarily 
focuses on top (A/B) 
accounts
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Making it practical: 4 steps

To tackle a lead ranking project, you can think about what you need to accomplish across  
four main steps:

The biggest difference this process has made is extremely 
tight alignment between sales and marketing, especially 
on top accounts.” 
– BRETT KOBOLD    |  SENIOR MANAGER OF MARKETING ANALYTICS,  

WORKFRONT

Make sure you have solid buy-in and cross-functional 
alignment. That’s where SGE was helpful – getting the 
attention and resources across functions at our company, 
where we’re growing and moving quickly.” 

– DJ EATON    |  SALES OPERATIONS MANAGER, PERKSPOT

“

“

1     Diagnostic

•   Validate viability: As a team, align on whether this project makes sense (refer to “Should we be lead 
ranking?” and “Common pitfalls”). Ensure the team agrees that the company checks basic boxes:  
Is the company a good candidate for lead ranking? Do you have sufficient resources – cross- 
functionally – for execution? (e.g., CRM admin, analyst, sales leader, marketing leader, etc.)  
Do you have enough data available?

 1    Diagnostic

 2    Data Gathering 

 3     Modeling 

 4    Operationalization



•   Evaluate maturity: Identify where your company stands in terms of “maturity” (refer to “How do I 
mature?”). Based on maturity, you should be able to identify the next steps to “upping your game.” 
For example, you may be in stage two, “Codified ICP in CRM.” In this case, consider conducting 
more robust analysis (e.g., on customers won, customers upsold to, etc.) to arrive at data-driven 
conclusions on which factors actually contribute to the best customers. If helpful, supplement 
your existing internal data with external data (e.g., lists, technographic attributes, etc.) to create a 
more sophisticated methodology.

•   Formulate hypotheses: Hypothesize which variables matter (e.g., prospect employer count, 
geography, etc.). Ensure there is input from sales, marketing, and customer success at a minimum. 
This will help inform direction, as well as data needs.

2     Data Gathering

•   Clean data: CRM can become a weed, especially without disciplined data tracking processes in 
place. In most cases, a lead ranking project will require time investment spent on the front-end to 
ensure data hygiene, in particular for key variables.

Note that best practices on data hygiene maintenance should be incorporated into your workflow moving 
forward. Similar to how daily teeth brushing and regular dentist visits prevent potential larger or painful  
operations, incremental data maintenance will make your life significantly easier each time you iterate. 
 
As part of cleaning the data, align as a team on what the data incorporated in the analysis should 
cover: for example, will the analysis cover all time (as far back as your CRM stretches)? Probably not – 
so should it be the last six months? Two years? Do we have enough data points?
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I’d recommend really nailing down your ICP. Try to quantify it, 
identify those traits. Form a solid hypothesis to test against.” 
– DJ EATON    |  SALES OPERATIONS MANAGER, PERKSPOT

“

Making it practical: 4 steps

Some companies will find widely-available prospects lists are 
helpful, but you may need to supplement with data gathered 
manually. We leveraged LDRs and SDRs teams who cold-
called to gather account info specific to our industry. 
– BEN TRUEHART    |  CHIEF STRATEGY OFFICER, ORDERMYGEAR

“



•   Package data: For a successful lead ranking project, you can certainly start from multiple vantage 
points (e.g., from upsell data), but we recommend gathering data on current accounts, pipeline  
(current and closed/lost), and churned accounts. At the account-level, incorporate firmographic  
and technographic data. The data you gather and incorporate in your model will depend on your 
business model, industry, and other factors. A sample baseline view on data gathering for a SaaS 
company is below.

•   Incorporate third party data: Not all lead ranking projects warrant third party data, but it can make a 
significant difference. As you mature the sophistication behind your lead ranking analysis, this lever can 
refine your ICP and specifications on variables. 

Before incorporating third party data, first evaluate the need. If it’s needed, take appropriate steps: 
scope out your options, consider a trial or proof of concept (POC), select a vendor, and apply the 
data to your analysis. This will look different depending on the vendor you select (e.g., data pull, 
integration, etc.).

Aside from a POC, you can evaluate vendors in a variety of ways:

•   Some vendors will provide data only; some will provide data + conduct analysis. How important 
is it to you that the vendor calculates an account score within its system? (In some cases, 
companies beyond a certain level of maturity or ARR prefer this to in-house analysis.) 

•   Does the vendor specialize in a particular type of data collection (e.g., technographic security data)?

•   If your team is price sensitive, can you find a proxy with the most essential data points?  
Can you substitute some or all of the third-party data with manual data collection?  
What are the trade-offs on time and investment?

If you do have manual, non-surface level data collection (e.g. data on competitors), balance between 
being clear, concise, and comprehensive about (1) what you are collecting, and (2) why you are 
collecting before you kick off the data collection process.  Sales reps should be in front of customers, 
not CRM. 
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Making it practical: 4 steps

CRM/SALES FIRMOGRAPHIC TECHNOGRAPHIC ACCOUNT VALUE

•   Date sale closed / length of sales cycle  
(if won or lost)

•   Stage movement (e.g., length from  
discovery to quote)

•  Date lost (if lost)
•   Upsell and cross-sell (amount, date)
•  Direct vs channel
•   Displaced competitor? (Y/N)
•  RFP? (Y/N)
•   Source of opportunity (inbound vs. outbound)

•   Company size 
(employee count, 
revenue)

•   Industry
•   Team size [that 

would own your 
solution]

•   Tech stack 
[consider targeting 
for HR, marketing, 
security, etc., as 
applicable]

•   Integrations

•  MRR/ARR
•   Contract term  

length
•  Usage
•   Customer lifetime 

value / retention
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3     Modeling

•   Check for multivariable regression assumptions 
Make sure your analyst checks the following prior to running your regression:

•   Linear relationship between the independent and dependent (outcome) variables

•   Residuals are normally distributed

•   Multicollinearity (need to eliminate certain variables where 2+ independent variables are highly 
linearly related)

•   Homoscedasticity (variance homogeneity)

•   If needed, log transformation to variables (e.g. non-linear relationship)

 •   Select dependent variable(s): Select your dependent variable (y) in response to the question you 
are seeking to answer, or the outcome for which you are aiming. For example, if your question is, 
“What accounts tend to contribute the most ARR?” then the goal is ARR uplift, so the dependent 
variable would be ARR. Other dependent variables can include win-loss, CLTV (customer lifetime 
value), sales cycle length, and upsell/cross-sell. 

Making it practical: 4 steps

y
= Dependent variable = Coefficients

= Y intercept = Independent variable(s)

y

We discovered that integrations were key to uncovering 
account value and whether we’d be able to close it – so we 
prioritized gathering 4-5 pieces of information on accounts 
to run our algorithm.” 

– MITCH HAMMER    |  SENIOR DIRECTOR OF MARKETING, ORDERMYGEAR

“
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The independent variable(s) will be what you plug in and out over various iterations of the model to 
identify what is “statistically significant.” You can include multiple independent variables at a time when 
running a regression.

However, only one dependent variable should be included at a time. If your objectives cover two or 
more outcomes/variables (e.g., you care about win-loss and ARR uplift and you’re prioritizing both 
lifetime value [LTV] and win-loss), consider running separate models, then creating a blended weighted 
score to account for multiple desired outcomes. This will also be contingent on how much data 
you have – and the extent to which it is longitudinal. Some companies have decent data that spans 
3+ years, enabling them to run a model based on lifetime value (LTV).

•   Separate your training vs. validation dataset: When creating your model, you will use “training” data 
for the regressions. Ahead of running these regressions, reserve 25-50% (ideally 60+ data points) for 
validating the model. Post-training, run the regressions on the “validation” dataset and analyze the  
extent to which your model is able to predict your dependent variable and tiers.

The “validation” data ultimately helps you answer, “What is the percent match-up between the 
actual customer value vs. the tiers predicted by the model?” and thereby, “How accurate and 
robust is my model?”

•   Run and refine models: The goal behind running the regressions is to identify the top factors that 
predict customer value (i.e., identify “statistically significant,” robust variables, typically based on a 
p-value less than 0.05). Robustness means that minor changes in your model (e.g., adding a new 
independent variable does not materially change the p-value or sign of a key predictive variable. 
Ideally, you should limit the predictors to five or fewer variables. (Keep in mind that this piece is  
not a comprehensive overview of statistics.)

We set our dependent variables to be blended between 
Lifetime Value (LTV) and buying center propensity. Our 
hypothesis is that both are important characteristics that 
inform rank.” 

– BRETT KOBOLD    |  SENIOR MANAGER OF MARKETING ANALYTICS,  
WORKFRONT

“

Making it practical: 4 steps
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As you run your model, you will likely identify gaps or other data needs. These will inform how 
go-to-market processes or organizations should be adjusted post-model refinement. Some  
examples can include:

 a) Adjustment to lead qualifying requirements to gather data earlier in the sales process

 b) Need to purchase third party data

 c) Need to gather and track (in CRM) particular data point(s) when researching accounts

 d)  Discovery that sales rep allocation doesn’t match what your ICP warrants (e.g. you have too 
many inside sales reps and too few middle-market reps)

After arriving at a model that has been tested for robustness, validate your findings with sales, 
marketing, and customer success: Do they pass their gut check? What could be missing?

In the end, our v1 model showed only 1-2 variables that 
significantly affect the account’s score. We really thought 
we would see more (e.g., industry, vertical, etc.), a realization 
helpful in thinking about TAM and the next model’s  
iteration and variables.” 

– DJ EATON    |  SALES OPERATIONS MANAGER, PERKSPOT

“

Making it practical: 4 steps



4     Operationalization

•   Train sales and marketing: After validating the model and gaining alignment with go-to-market 
leaders, it is time to flow learnings down and train the rest of sales and marketing. Effective change 
management is essential to making sure this project gets operationalized, and that you have sufficient 
data to work with the next time you iterate.

As mentioned, training should include adjusting processes and people as needed, then educating 
the team. This can encompass refining account research and qualifying processes, as well as 
establishing a tracking protocol. 

In addition, tactically think through the steps that sales reps, marketing folks, etc. will take as they 
operationalize the lead ranking process you have laid out. Try to make as much as you can  
click-less and seamless in CRM (e.g., dropdowns vs. manual entry). If helpful to enforcement, 
implement activity-based compensation into the sales team’s on-target earnings (OTE). 
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Having a data-driven model has forced us to connect the 
buyer's journey and sales funnel, changing the way we look 
at leads. The tightening between sales and marketing has 
become critical, especially where the model isn't perfect. 
Some have subjective tribal knowledge, like why an account 
should actually be an "A" but the model doesn't reflect that. 
Ensuring that people are talking and that sales has access to the  
data is helpful for moving in the right direction." 

– STACEY JUSTICE    |  VP OF SALES STRATEGY & ENABLEMENT, WORKFRONT

“

[Lead ranking] has become a universal language internally 
and drives decision-making around Account Based Marketing 
investments, lead routing, cross-selling initiatives, and more. 
Higher ranked accounts have a larger average deal size 
and higher win rate, so focusing our efforts here produces 
meaningful outcomes for our business.” 
– SUSAN VITALE    |  CHIEF MARKETING OFFICER, iCIMS

“

Making it practical: 4 steps



•   Execute the model: The goal of operationalization is to chase companies with the best fit. In an ideal 
state, reps should at least be able to see an account’s lead rank as a field in CRM so that they are able 
to see and therefore focus on chasing “A” and “B” accounts. The whole model does not have to be in 
CRM, but the results should be. When thinking about how to execute overtime:

  Use the model to structure people and processes (learnings should apply across your go-to-market 
strategy)

  Adapt the model once it makes sense for the rest of the team – during initial roll-out, be sensitive 
and thoughtful about the extent to which you execute major system changes

 Integrate with CRM once initial success is achieved

   Ensure everyone can use the model to pick the right accounts (enable reps to see which leads are 
“A” vs. other tiers, allowing them to focus where ROI is most likely)

By tracking metrics over time (e.g. average deal size, close/win rate by tier, pipeline stage by tier, win 
rate over time, etc.), you will know whether the model is “working.” 
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Making it practical: 4 steps

We refresh and iterate every six months with a new  
training set. Your modeling is only as good as your data.” 

– BRETT KOBOLD    |  SENIOR MANAGER OF MARKETING ANALYTICS,  
WORKFRONT

“

Run analysis on accounts you’ve won to identify common 
traits: which accounts translate to highest value? And which 
are we most likely to close? This analysis helped us know 
which accounts we shouldn’t ‘spin our wheels’ on. 

– MITCH HAMMER    |  SENIOR DIRECTOR OF MARKETING, ORDERMYGEAR

“
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•   Iterate to improve the model: If this is your first lead ranking exercise, this is simply a starting point. 
It typically takes at least 2-3 iterations to arrive at a decently predictive model. Iterating on a regular 
cadence is key. Initially, you will likely need to iterate every couple of months. Over time, this cadence 
should stretch out to be quarterly, semi-annually, or annually.

Things to keep in mind:

•   Your starting point and approach also depend on how much information you’re already collecting 
on prospects currently

•   You often need to purchase data (particularly on prospects) to produce a decently predictive model

•   If you are limited on data or resources: use the data you have, hire or leverage as needed, and seek 
to improve cross-functional collaboration 

Common pitfalls

It’s an ongoing process, but make sure you have a BI 
resource available. Don’t stall. The goal is to always be 
iterating – it will never be perfect, it may get pretty good,  
but you don’t get there without trying.” 
– DJ EATON    |  SALES OPERATIONS MANAGER, PERKSPOT

“

The major work came in determining the plays and 
engagement strategies for accounts by tier, then marrying 
up customer data across all our products. Prospects get 
grades for each product suite. So a business that is an 
A across all products is considered to be "AAA" and thus 
the highest priority for SDR outreach. Most of the magic 
behind lead ranking is based on the output of the specific 
technology you utilize." 

– ADAM FEIGENBAUM    |  SGE SENIOR ADVISOR AND FORMER CCO, ICIMS

“
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Inhibitors to success:

•   Lack of owner(s): Ensure you have an executive stakeholder, as well as an analytically minded 
individual who can own the analysis (e.g., sales ops or finance)

•   Analysis paralysis: You’ll never have a perfect dataset or CRM setup, so be comfortable with 
making decisions based on the data you do have – it’s an iterative process.

•   Unvetted methodology: Without a proper methodology, you may end up with either  
inaccurate tiering, or too few/too many companies to chase as a result of the final model  
(i.e., definitions too narrow or broad).

•   Rank inflation: Set up definitions/prospect targeting independent of the sales organization.  
Prevent the model from becoming a self-fulfilling prophecy; structure people and processes  
after the model informs tiers and the number of accounts within each tier (and thereby the 
number of reps needed by the market, how to plan territories, etc.).

•   Lack of operationalization enforcement: To ensure sales reps actually use what you create,  
think critically through what’s needed for training and enforcement. At a minimum, track time 
spent by prospect tier and consider using compensation or a special incentive (SPIFF) to help 
change behavior.

Common pitfalls

What’s critical is getting buy-in from the reps. Explain 
what the data means, where it comes from. Because 
they’re salespeople, you have to relate it back to their 
compensation, such as a SPIFF based on tier (e.g., A, B).  
It has to come with a literal incentive.” 
– DJ EATON    |  SALES OPERATIONS MANAGER, PERKSPOT

“
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•   Sales and marketing are primarily focusing on A and B accounts 

•   Hitting your benchmarks that align with the goals initially created (e.g. shortened sales cycle 
from 8 to 6 months, increased average deal size 1.5x, etc.)

•   Output (e.g., ICP, sales enablement, resource allocation, direction on territory setting and 
compensation, etc.) is guided by lead ranking efforts

To earlier points made on “democratizing the data,” setting up a mechanism for tracking progress 
over time is key to improvement. Consider including dashboards such as the example below where 
you tend to track go-to-market success frequently (e.g., CRM, BI tool, board decks, etc.):
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How do I know I'm doing this right?

As a result of account ranking, I’ve changed how I prioritize 
my resources; It’s changed our behavior for the better and 
helps us strategize on a weekly basis.” 
– JUSTIN HIATT    |  VP OF DIGITAL SALES, WORKFRONT

“

STAGE 1 STAGE 2 STAGE 3 STAGE 4 CLOSED WON CLOSED LOST

# A & B 110 70 33 5 89 42

# C & D 51 24 14 2 45 23

% A & B 68% 74% 70% 71% 66% 65%

% C & D 32% 26% 30% 29% 34% 35%

A & B

108

65 68
75

52 49

74
93

48 49

99

4543

113
127 123

141 148

C & D

Opportunities Created x Lead Rank Score

Jan. Feb. March April May June A & B A & BC & D C & D

25%

38%

+52%

14% 15%

400,273

641,009

100,459
142,988

Cohort Win Rate Leads x Closed Won Opps

+7%
+42%

+60% Q2-19

Q2-20
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•   Designate an internal owner with 40% of their time dedicated to this effort

•   Start with a smaller piece of the problem (e.g., upsell only)

•   Run a lead ranking exercise over a two-week period using the data you currently have

•   Take a "systems-light" approach by using Google Sheets with a single sales team or territory;  
track results versus other regions and adapt prior to full rollout

This is a lot…what can I do tomorrow?

It’s not going to be perfect. I don’t think you can get your 
ducks perfectly lined up until you at least try.” 

– JUSTIN HIATT    |  VP OF DIGITAL SALES, WORKFRONT

“



Go-to-Market:
New Customer  

Acquisition

Strategy

New customer growth strategy *

Channel strategy/introductions

International expansion

People
Sales & Marketing (S&M) organizational design (roles, responsibilities, territories)

S&M hiring, development, retention

S&M compensation design & benchmarking

Process
S&M process design & implementation

S&M pipeline management and forecasting (e.g., lead ranking) *

Tools S&M systems/services selection, implementation, integration

Go-to-Market:
Existing  

Customer 
Growth

Strategy Existing customer growth strategy design

People
Account Management (AM) & Customer Success (CS) hiring, development, retention

AM & CS compensation design & benchmarking

Process AM & CS process design & implementation

Tools
AM & CS enablement (e.g., health scoring)

AM & CS systems/services selection, implementation, integration

M&A

Strategy Acquisition strategy design 

People Strategic introductions 

Process
Diligence process assistance 

Transaction process assistance 

Foundations

Strategy Long-term growth strategy design

People

Executive hiring, development, retention

Executive compensation design & benchmarking

Culture & benefits

Process
Key Performance Indicators (KPIs), dashboarding & benchmarking 

Financial and board reporting process design

Tools Non-GTM systems/services selection, implementation, integration

Product & Tech
Strategy

Product strategy & roadmap development

Pricing & packaging strategy

People Product & dev hiring

Exit

Strategy Exit strategy design

People Strategic introductions

Process
Diligence process assistance

Transaction process assistance

OUR EXPERIENCE ACROSS 60+ PORTFOLIO COMPANIES INFORMS A BROAD  
CATALOG OF BEST PRACTICES TO HELP YOU ACCELERATE GROWTH.

November 2020©2020 Susquehanna Growth Equity, LLC

 * Focus of this growth hack


